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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a method taking into account the form of a tune upon several levels of organisation to guide music generation processes to match this structure. We first show how a phrase structure grammar can represent a hierarchical analysis of chord progressions and be used to create multi-level progressions. We then explain how to exploit this multi-level structure of a tune for music generation and how it enriches the possibilities of guided machine improvisation. We illustrate our method on a prominent jazz chord progression called ‘rhythm changes’. After creating a phrase structure grammar for ‘rhythm changes’ with a professional musician, the terminals of this grammar are automatically learnt on a corpus. Then, we generate melodic improvisations guided by multi-level progressions created by the grammar. The results show the potential of our method to ensure the consistency of the improvisation regarding the global form of the tune, and how the knowledge of a corpus of chord progressions sharing the same hierarchical organisation can extend the possibilities of music generation.

1. INTRODUCTION

In jazz music, and more generally in improvised music, the inherent form of a chord progression is often composed upon several levels of organisation. For instance, a subsequence of chords can create a tonal or modal function and a sequence of functions can be organised as a section. This multi-scale information is used by musicians to create variations of famous chord progressions whilst keeping their original feel. In this article, we define as equivalent two chord progressions sharing the same hierarchical organisation. We call a multi-level progression an entity describing an analysis of a music progression upon several hierarchical levels (for instance chord progression, functional progression, sectional progression, etc.) that can be used to generate equivalent chord progressions. We want to design a musical grammar from which we can infer this hierarchical information and then use it to extend the possibilities of music generation.

Machine improvisation systems use style modelling to learn the musical style of a human improviser. Several methods of style modelling have been used for music generation including statistical sequence modelling [1–3], extended Markov models [4], methods using deep and recurrent neural networks [5, 6], and methods based on the factor oracle, a structure from formal language theory [7, 8] adapted to a musical context in [9]. Studies around style modelling have made this structure a proficient tool for improvised performance and interaction. These studies involve the creation of specific navigation heuristics [10], its adaptation to audio features [11, 12] or its integration in a system mixing background knowledge with the local context of an improvisation [13]. However, none of these systems takes the long-term structure of the improvisation into account.

Improvising on idiomatic music such as jazz [14], where the improvisation is guided by a chord progression, has been a major interest in machine improvisation. Donze et al. introduced the use of a control automaton to guide the improvisation [15]. Nika et al., with ImproteK [16], designed a system of guided improvisation, that is to say a system where the music generation model uses prior knowledge of a temporal scenario (e.g. a chord progression). The music generation model anticipates the future of a scenario while ensuring consistency with the past of the improvisation. It received positive feedback from professional improvisers and evolved according to musicians expertise [17]. However, these scenarios are purely sequences of symbols. The chord progression is only considered on a local level and it does not take into account the fact that the same harmonic progression can have different roles when played in different parts of a tune. Therefore, the improvisation does not adapt to the global structure. We would like the improvisation to take this global structure into account in a similar way as humans apply syntactic cognitive processes capable of handling the hierarchical structure of a song [18].

Form analysis, i.e. the problem of defining and analysing the global structure of a piece of music, is a major topic in Music Information Retrieval and Computational Musicology and it has been studied with methods from different fields. Giraud et al. use methods from bioinformatics and
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In this article, we present two contributions. First, we propose a method formalising multi-level progression with phrase structure grammars. The structural aspect of equivalent chord progressions is analysed with a musician but the actual contents of the multi-level progression are then automatically learnt on a corpus. The grammar enables the system to generate multiple instances of a given progression rather than a single one and to provide its hierarchical structure. Second, we introduce a method using the information from a multi-level progression to expand the current methods of music generation. This method is based on the algorithms from [16] for music generation that we apply to take into account the information from a multi-level progression to expand the current methods of music generation. This method is based on the algorithms from [16] for music generation that we adapt to take into account the information from a multi-level progression; thus, creating a system able to improvise on a progression with changing voicing and considering its position in the structure of the tune. We apply this method to ‘rhythm changes’, the most played chord progression of jazz music, after the blues [29]. We first create a phrase structure grammar for ‘rhythm changes’, and then generate melodic improvisations over multi-level progressions provided by the grammar.

In section 2, we explain how a phrase structure grammar can model a multi-level progression by creating a hierarchical structure and we create a grammar for ‘rhythm changes’. Then, in section 3, we introduce a heuristic to generate a music sequence following a multi-level progression. In section 4, we describe our experiments and the results obtained with this new generation model. Finally, we conclude and propose some perspectives for this generation model in section 5.

2. GENERATIVE GRAMMAR AND SYNTACTIC STRUCTURE

In this section, we present how we can use a phrase structure grammar to create a multi-level progression from equivalent chord progressions. First, we present the definition of a phrase structure grammar, and then show an application to a jazz chord progression: the ‘rhythm changes’.

2.1 Phrase structure grammar

A grammar $G = (N, \Sigma, R, s)$ is defined by:

- two disjoint finite sets of symbols: $N$ the set of non-terminal symbols, and $\Sigma$ the set of terminal symbols,
- a singular element $s \in N$ called the axiom,
- a finite set $R$ of rewrite rules included in $(N \cup \Sigma)^* N(N \cup \Sigma)^+ \rightarrow (N \cup \Sigma)^*$

where $^*$ is the Kleene star, i.e., $X^*$ is the set of finite sequences of elements of $X$.

Phrase structure grammars are a type of grammar presented by Noam Chomsky, based on constituent analysis, that is to say on a breakdown of linguistic functions within a hierarchical structure. In [25], Chomsky presented this example of phrase structure grammar:

\begin{align*}
(i) & \quad \text{Sentence} \rightarrow \text{NP} + \text{VP} \\
(ii) & \quad \text{NP} \rightarrow \text{Article} + \text{Noun} \\
(iii) & \quad \text{VP} \rightarrow \text{Verb} + \text{NP} \\
(iv) & \quad \text{Article} \rightarrow \text{a}, \text{the}... \\
(v) & \quad \text{Noun} \rightarrow \text{man}, \text{ball}... \\
(vi) & \quad \text{Verb} \rightarrow \text{hit}, \text{took}...
\end{align*}

Rule (i) should be read as “rewrite Sentence as NP + VP”, i.e., a sentence consists of a noun phrase followed by a verb phrase. Rule (ii) should be read as “rewrite NP as Article + Noun”, i.e., a noun phrase consists of an article followed by a noun, etc.

A derivation is the sequence of rules applied to create a specific sentence. Figure 1 shows a diagram representing the derivation of the sentence “the man hit a ball”. This diagram does not convey all the information about the derivation since we cannot see the order in which the rules were applied. Nevertheless, it clearly shows the hierarchical syntactic structure of this sentence, thus creating a visualisation of the constituent analysis.
2.2 Application to ‘rhythm changes’

In order to test the formalisation of multi-level progressions with phrase structure grammars, we create such a grammar for a specific jazz chord progression: the ‘rhythm changes’. We show how we can obtain a hierarchical analysis of the chord progression and that it can be used to generate equivalent chord progressions.

The ‘rhythm changes’ is a 32-bar chord progression used in George Gershwin’s tune ‘I Got Rhythm’ (‘rhythm changes’ is short for “chord changes of ‘I Got Rhythm’”). Figure 2 shows the original version of this chord progression. The main feature of this chord progression is its musical structure where chords are used repetitively.

Figure 2. Original chord progression of ‘I Got Rhythm’.

They mix various versions of ‘rhythm changes’ as they improvise [29], the chord progression can be different at every iteration. Using a phrase structure grammar to generate ‘rhythm changes’ seems therefore appropriate. Considering chords, functions and sections as constituents, we can create a phrase structure grammar embedding the hierarchical structure of the ‘rhythm changes’ where chords are the terminal symbols.

In order to create this phrase structure grammar for ‘rhythm changes’, we analysed with a professional jazz musician all the ‘rhythm changes’ from the Omnibook corpus [13, 30]. This sub-corpus consists of 26 derivations of ‘rhythm changes’ and contains the melodies and annotated jazz chord symbols [31]. We present here the grammar that we created. This grammar has then been validated with jazz musicians (cf. section 4.1).

- Rule (i) shows the AABA structure of the ‘rhythm changes’. These 8-bar sections are the biggest constituents after the whole chord progression itself.
- Rules (ii) and (iii) show the composition of an A section in four 2-bar functions. An A section starts with a $\tau_I$ in order to highlight the beginning of the section with a 1st degree chord. Then, another $\tau$ is played, followed by the modulation to the IVth degree $\sigma$. The difference between the first and second A section is on the last two bars. On the one hand, the last two bars of $A_1$ is another turnaround $\tau$, and on the other hand, the last two bars of $A_2$ is an end slate on the tonic $\omega$ in anticipation of the bridge.
- Rule (iv) indicates that the final A section can be either $A_1$ or $A_2$.
- Rule (v) shows the composition of a B section in four 2-bar functions. Each $\delta$ represents respectively one key shift on the circle of fifth on degrees III VI II and V.

- The possible contents for each function are then learnt on the corpus. Each function is composed of a sequence of four chords with a duration of two beats each. Training them on a corpus enables the system to take many different possibilities into account for each function, and to constitute some form of style modelling for the generated chord progressions. The likelihood of each contents could be taken into account with probabilistic models [13] for a better emulation of the musical style. We trained the functions on the ‘rhythm changes’ sub-corpus from the Omnibook.
Figure 3. Diagram of a ‘rhythm changes’ derivation on Charlie Parker’s theme *Celerity* (each chord lasts two beats). $A \rightarrow A_1$ denotes the application of rule (iv).

Figure 3 shows the diagram of one derivation of this grammar for one of the chord progressions on Charlie Parker’s theme *Celerity*.

3. GENERATING MUSIC ON A MULTI-LEVEL PROGRESSION

In this section, we present a method using the information from a multi-level progression to enrich current music generation methods using the knowledge of the hierarchical structure and the equivalence between chord progressions. We first present the concepts we used as a basis for our work, and then introduce how to use the equivalent chord progressions of a multi-level progression in a music generation model and how it extends its possibilities.

3.1 Generating music on a chord progression

We propose to base our generation model on existing methods of machine improvisation guided by a scenario, to which we add the notion of multi-level progression. The basis of our generation model is a simplified version of ImproteK [16] which is inspired by the work from OMax [32]. In OMax, improvising consists in navigating a memory on which we have information on the places sharing the same context, i.e. the same musical past. The fundamental premise is that it is possible to jump from one place in the memory to another with the same context. This non-linear path on the memory results in the creation of a new musical sentence that differs from the original material, but that retains its musical style [10]. ImproteK uses a similar approach, but with the addition of a temporal scenario used to guide the improvisation. The scenario is a prior known sequence of symbols (called *labels*) that must be followed during the improvisation. Contrary to Omax, the memory is not based on a sequence of pitch, but on a sequence of musical contents tagged by a label.

The goal of the associated generation model is to combine at every time in the generation an anticipation step ensuring continuity with the future of the scenario, and a navigation step keeping consistency with the past of the memory. Therefore, a phase of generation of a music sequence follows two successive steps:

- The anticipation step consists in looking for an event in the memory sharing a common future with the current scenario. This is done by indexing the prefixes of the suffix of the current scenario in the memory using the regularities in the pattern [16]. Therefore, by finding such a prefix in the memory, we ensure continuity with the future of the scenario.
- The navigation step consists in looking for events in the memory sharing a common context with what was last played in order to follow a non-linear path in the memory, thus creating new musical sentences.

As in OMax, the search for places in the memory sharing a common past is done thanks to the factor oracle: a structure from the field of formal language theory introduced by Crochemore et al. [7, 8]. Initially designed as an automaton recognising a language including at least all the factors
of a given word, the factor oracle has been widely used in machine improvisation systems such as OMax, ImproteK, PyOracle [11] or CatOracle [12].

3.2 Considering a multi-level progression

We now present a method to take into account a multi-level progression, that is to say a scenario that is not just a sequence of symbols. If we want to keep the previous formalism, each label is now a list of symbols corresponding to each scale. We therefore need to propose a way to adapt the previous method to take this additional information into account in both the anticipation step and the navigation step.

- For the anticipation step, we first look for a prefix of the suffix of the current multi-level progression in the memory with exact labels; the contents of the memory must match the contents of the scenario on every scale. By doing so, we ensure the consistency of the musical contents in the global context of the scenario. If such a prefix cannot be found, we proceed to a search with equivalent labels. For instance, we can accept places in the memory without the right chord, but with the right function and the right section. We can favour places in the memory sharing a similar multi-level label as the one in the multi-level progression according to a score (see below). The system can thus react and generate an improvisation on previously unmet chords, as long as they share a similar role in the scenario as previously known chords.

- The navigation step is done in a similar way. Using the information given by the factor oracle, we first look for places in the memory sharing the same context with exact labels, but we also open the possibilities to equivalent labels. This way, we extend the realm of possibilities for music generation. Once again, we can favour places in the memory sharing similar multi-level label as the one in the multi-level progression (with a weight); thus, taking better consideration of the progression’s hierarchical structure.

In order to compute a score of similarity between multi-level labels, a weight \( W_i \) can be attributed to each level in order to evaluate the similarity of the considered places in the memory with the scenario such as

\[
\sum_{i \in \text{level}} W_i = 1.
\]

In this way, we can prioritise the choice of places in the memory with high scores, or limit the choice to highest scores according to a threshold. For instance, a user can consider that matching the functions is more important than matching the chords.

Finally, Figure 4 sums up the whole process for generating music upon multi-level progressions.

![Figure 4. Process for generating an improvisation on a multi-level progression. First the phrase structure grammar is constructed with a musician using a corpus of equivalent chord progressions. Then the grammar is used to generate a multi-level progression, and used to provide information when creating the memory with multi-level labels. Finally, the improvisation is generated by navigating the memory guided by the multi-level progression.](image)

\[
\begin{align*}
& I \quad | \quad II- \quad V^7 \quad | \quad I \quad | \quad II- \quad V^7 \\
& I^7 \quad | \quad IV^7 \quad | \quad III- \quad VI^7 \quad | \quad II- \quad V^7 \\
& I \quad | \quad II- \quad V^7 \quad | \quad III- \quad VI^7 \quad | \quad II- \quad V^7 \\
& V- \quad I^7 \quad | \quad IV \quad #IVo \quad | \quad I \quad | \quad I \\
& III^7 \quad | \quad III^7 \quad | \quad VI^7 \quad | \quad VI^7 \\
& VI- \quad | \quad II^7 \quad | \quad II- \quad V^7 \\
& I \quad | \quad II- \quad V^7 \quad | \quad I \quad VI^7 \quad | \quad II- \quad V^7 \\
& I \quad | \quad IV \quad #IVo \quad | \quad I \quad | \quad II- \quad V^7
\end{align*}
\]

![Figure 5. Example of derivation of ‘rhythm changes’ generated by the grammar.](image)

4. EXPERIMENTATION ON RHYTHM CHANGES

4.1 Evaluation of the grammar

In order to evaluate our phrase structure grammar, we generated 30 derivations of ‘rhythm changes’ with it. The generated multi-level progressions have been assessed by the musician, who helped creating the grammar and by another professional jazzman, who was not involved in the initial process and therefore analysed the generated multi-level progressions strictly from a musicology point of view. Figure 5 shows an example of derived ‘rhythm changes’. Other derivations of ‘rhythm changes’ can be found online at repmus.ircam.fr/dyci2/ressources.

Every generated ‘rhythm changes’ has been validated by both musicians. However, these generated chord progressions have to be seen only as realisations of ‘rhythm changes’ for improvisation accompaniment. For automatic composition of a chord progression for a theme, some par-
4.2 Improvisation on ‘rhythm changes’

In order to test the benefits of using a multi-level progression, we generated some improvisations on Charlie Parker’s music. First, using the phrase structure grammar trained on the ‘rhythm changes’ from the Omnibook, we generated multi-level progressions. On these progressions, we generated improvisations using two methods:

- the base generation model introduced in section 3.1. In this case, only the chord progression level of the multi-level progression was taken into account for generation.
- the extended generation model introduced in section 3.2. In this case, all the information from the multi-level progression was taken into account, i.e., the chord progression, the functional progression, and the sectional progression. A score was attributed to each level. We considered that for ‘rhythm changes’ the most important aspect was the functional aspect. Therefore, we attributed a weight of 0.5 to the functional level. We then attributed a weight of 0.3 to the chord level, and a weight of 0.2 to the sectional level.

In both cases, the content of the memory is a tune from Charlie Parker’s Omnibook. Examples of generated improvisations (with both models) can be listened online at repmus.ircam.fr/dyci2/ressources.

We conducted a listening session with two professional jazz musicians to analyse the generated improvisations. First of all, the most significant difference seems to be that when using the multi-level progression, the improvisations are indeed better at following the structure. This can be especially noticed during the $B$ section of the improvisations, where the guide notes and $5^{th}$ of each chord are more pronounced (cf. example on *An Oscar for Treadwell*). Figure 6 shows an excerpt from the bridge of an improvisation on *An Oscar for Treadwell*.

Second, when encountering chords that do not appear in the memory, the freedom provided by the multi-level progression (e.g., playing on a different chord as long as it shares the same functional role) enables the improvisation system to generate several instances (or voicings) of a chord progression injecting some creativity in the improvisations, whilst keeping consistency (cf. example on *Anthropology*).

These results are promising and show how using a multi-level progression can result in significant improvement on how the improvisations are guided through the memory of the system.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown how we can model the multi-level progression of a chord progression with a phrase structure grammar, and how to use this information for machine improvisation. First, this abstraction of a chord progression enables the system to generate several instances (or voicings) of this chord progression injecting some creativity in the chord progression generation whilst keeping its multi-level structure under control. Second, this additional musical information is used during the generation of a melodic improvisation; the generation process is able to take into account the global form of the scenario with the multi-level aspect to adapt to an ever-changing scenario and expand its possibilities. We applied this method on ‘rhythm changes’
and constructed a phrase structure grammar for this type of chord progressions. This grammar was built and validated with musicians expertise. We then generated improvisations on multi-level progressions generated with the grammar (including chord progression, functional progression and sectional progression), using new navigation heuristics adapted to this multi-level information. The generated improvisations give promising results according to professional jazz musicians. The global form of the chord progression is respected, and the improvisations are still consistent, even on unmet chord progressions.

The ‘rhythm changes’ grammar was trained on a corpus of traditional bebop style ‘rhythm changes’. It would be interesting to extend this corpus to more modern variations of ‘rhythm changes’ and to apply this method on other scenarios such as a blues structure or more abstract scenarios such as Steve Coleman’s Rhythmic Cycles based on the lumenation cycle [33]. It would also be interesting to see if this hierarchical structure could be extended to a higher level to take the organisation of an improvisation upon several successive occurrences of the chord progression into account. Finally, it would also be interesting to extend this work into a system where not only the improvisation adapts to the generated progression, but the derivations generated by the grammar also take what is being improvised into account, or into a system with an automatic generation of the hierarchical grammar based on machine learning on a corpus.
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